The deceit of M/s Idony Albert
In response to the inventive lies and extraordinary deceit being exhibited by
the abovementioned person aka as ‘Rachel Albert’ aka ‘Idony Albert’ aka
‘Idony Punahele Hoapili’ aka ‘Princess Idony’, the Royal House of
Kamakahelei has been forced into issuing a statement in order to protect
the integrity of this Royal House and the Hoapili Baker family.
’HRH Prince Darrick Baker is the current Head of the House of
Kamakahelei. This position continues to have the blessing of the senior
ranked males, as per male primogeniture, of the Hoapili Baker family.’
‘Their Royal Highness’s Prince Darrick and Princess Anna have worked
tirelessly over the past six or more years to introduce the H ouse to the
international community and to bring honor to the memory of the
ancestors. Their Highnesses have been received by many Royal Houses
along with national & international cultural & academic organisations for
their selfless work and dedication.’

Addressing the claims of M/S Idony
False claims by M/S Rachel ‘Idony’ Albert
- M/S Idony Albert is NOT the heir to the Hoapili Baker family nor is she
the Head of the House of Kamakaheli. This role has always been one of
male primogeniture.
(The claimed ‘document of appointment’ that was unlawfully published on
her website is illegal; breaches Acts of privacy; contains a number of legal
errors which include unwitnessed alterations and information deliberately
changed in order to mislead the observer. N.B. Legal action is currently
being undertaken against all parties involved)
- Her claim is based on her grandfather George Baker. Yet he is one of the
youngest of the children of Ali’i Robert Hoapil’i III making his claim both
insignificant and farcical.
- The blatant ignorance of primogeniture by Idony with claims of ‘current’
age being the reason for inheritance has nothing to do with the
inheritance of this or any other Royal House. The sons and grandsons of
George’s older brothers being deceased or otherwise are higher ranked
members of the family over George despite him being an older man.
This is common international law of inheritance found in most Royal
Houses including many of the Hawaiian Royal houses and especially this
House.
(Note that Idony recognized male primogeniture through the history of
the Baker family up until Ali’i Robert Hoapili III. Yet there was a sudden &
convenient change in understanding the rules by them in order to
accommodate the ambitions of this junior ranked family. N.B George’s
grandson Anthony Albert, Idony’s brother, also out ranks her. Yet sadly
due to certain ‘antisocial’ behaviour’ and ‘lifestyle decisions’ affecting his
health, he is believed to have been ‘confined’ by his mother.)
- In addition, with general primogeniture, an older sister and her offspring
are higher ranked than other women in the family. And thus, put quite
simply, George Baker and his descendants are lowly ranked within the
family.

The illegal website
- The new website claiming to be the ‘Royal House of Hawaii’ is fraudulent
and insulting to the ancestors and to the Hawaiian people. There is NO
Royal House of Hawai’i in existence as no Ali’i Moi has been elected to
that position by the Ali’i. And as Idony is a low ranking family member,
she would not be eligible for election if it was ever held.
(There are Royal Houses in Hawai’i such as the House of Kawananakoa
and Kamakahelei but no Royal House OF Hawai’i )
- the website also claims her father to be Gerard Anthony Luppino. This
man was in fact her stepfather and he, along with Idony’s mother
Georgette Albert Luppino, were involved with the highly controversial
Mauna Kea and Haleakala Observatories for many years.
The observatories are against the wishes of the Hawaiian people as it
desecrates the sacred ground of the ancestors. Therefore, the roll that
the Luppino’s played in favour of the observatory is most significant and
must be disclosed!
Full disclosure was requested by Idony of others regarding any legal
matters whether they were public or private. Third party private
information was illegally shared by Idony and her representatives in
public forums. Thus, we invite full disclosure of her family matters and
business dealings such as the following. Rachel ‘Idony’ Alberts’ biological
father is Anthony Mark Albert.
Public information discloses: an “Anthony Mark Albert was arrested for
solicitation to commit murder in 2008 after trying to hire two hit men to kill the
partner of his former wife… Hawaii in 2008”

Disrespect to the Hoapili Baker family
Self-aggrandizement, pompousness and claimed superiority by both Idony
and her mother Georgette, was self evident in their attempted coup
d’etat and theft of the headship of the House of Kamakahelei.
Up until around mid 2019, there was no interest expressed in the House

by them nor was there any offer forthcoming to assist those senior
members in their endeavours to promote the Baker family. It was not
until the success of the House became apparent, that hey begun to show
interest as it would further their own personal ambitions first and
foremost.
- Additionally, there is also written evidence of their continued pompous
attitude towards the rest of the family with claims of mediocracy within
the family and of the whole family being ‘uneducated’. Idony and
Georgette claimed their superiority over the rest of the family due to
their personal business success. This is testament to their pompousness
and disrespect of the very family that they now claim to represent.
Money does not buy integrity. Honor is found within the heart and can not
be bought.
Humility and honor, an attribute that has always been expressed by HRH
Prince Darrick is something that these two women have never shown.

Attempted coup d’etat
- Idony and Georgette along with the help of a small number of mutinous
accomplices, had misled, lied to, threatened, coerced and secretly plotted
to overthrow HRH Prince Darrick from his position. In fact while HRH
Prince Darrick was in Spain, this group threatened his highness with
abandonment both physically, leaving him in a foreign country and by
way of withdrawing all support if he did not agree to their demands that
Idony become the heir and within a short time, the Head of the House.
The International community are now fully aware of their dishonest and
treacherous ways. Legal action is pending.
Idony and her followers are an absolute disgrace and an insult to the
ancestors. Legal action continues.
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